David’s Mangum’s Dragon Tail
Fly Tying Instructions
“Mangum’s Dragon Tail” was conceived by David Mangum from Florida.
David is a top notch Fly Tier and Guide. With his knowledge and background,
the “Dragon Tail” is now available. Final development and procurement was the
collaborated efforts by the Orvis Company and Cascade Crest Tools.
The Mangum Dragon Tail is easy to tie and has swimming characteristic like
no other streamer or baitfish imitation. The body will wiggle side to side with
a slow but steady strip. It will dance and bob when a short fast strip is used.
We suggest at least an 8 weight, or heavier rod, and a short 5-7 foot leader
with a heavy butt section. Any species that eat baitfish will jump all over this
tantalizing pattern. Bass, Tarpon, Red Fish, Sailfish Brown’s, Rainbows, and
the list goes on.
Materials needed :
1/0—3/0, 2 x long hooks. Depending on species.
210 Nylon thread or similar.
Streamer brush of your choice or other collaring materials.
Foam Safe C /A.
Mangum Dragon Tails.
50 lb hard mono for anti fouling loop.
Fine sand paper or nail file.

Basic materials

Burn or Crazy glue the tip of the tail to
add extra durability. If you burn it you
will have to roll the tip in your fingers
while still hot to fuse the material
tighter.
Insert the hook into the vise and
wind the thread in the middle
of the hook shank. Wind a good
base towards the rear of the
hook.

Cut a 6” -7” piece of hard mono
and burn a ball on one end.
Tie in as shown.
( We use dyed mono for photographic visibility)

Make about a 2 1/2”-3” loop.
Burn a ball to the end and tie in
On the opposite side. Pull the loop
upwards and using your thread
wrap directly behind it to help
support the loop position.

Use a finger nail file or a fine
grit sand paper to roughen up
the center of the mono loop.
This will help when the tail is
glued down.

Cut the tail to about 5 1/2”
or 6” and tie in as far back
as you can. Apply a drop of
CA at this point and also on
the mono loop at the rough
point. Tie in your collar or
dubbing brush.

Wrap the brush forward,
about 3 or 4 wraps are
needed and comb out.
Tip: David likes the tail
tied as far back as possible to give the fly more
action.
Go fishing!

